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E xe c u t i v e  S u m m a r y

The purpose of Housing Authority of the City of Harford’s (HACH’s) 5-Year PHA Plans and Annual PHA
Plans are to provide a strategic planning framework for HACH management operations and capital
planning with:

· Local accountability, and
· An easily identifiable source by which public housing residents, participants in the tenant-based

assistance program, and other members of the public, may locate HACH’s basic policies, rules,
and requirements concerning HACH’s operations, programs, and services

HACH last created and published a 5-Year PHA Plan in 2015. In the subsequent years, HACH has made
various modifications to that 5-Year Plan each year with Annual PHA Plans. This Annual PHA Plan
describes the additional changes to its 5-Year Plan that HACH is planning for 2019.

HACH’s three primary interests in 2019 are:
· to expand its successful Housing Choice Voucher (HCV or Section 8) program;
· to continue to advance its low-income housing; and
· to continue to improve its policies, procedures, and training.

For its HCV program, HACH has seen an expansion of higher quality housing available to its voucher
holders with its rapid adoption of small-area fair market rents (SAFMR). Embracing this change,
Hartford’s downtown units are increasingly within reach of HCV families. HACH has also been called
upon by HUD to convert and administrate tenant-protection vouchers for two failing projects within
Hartford. With the tuning of its HCV program, HACH will continue to make more and better
opportunities available to Hartford’s housing impaired families. This also includes HACH’s continued use
of Project-Based Housing Choice Vouchers (PBVs). In 2019, HACH will continue to encourage the
construction of affordable housing projects by private developers. HACH will likely sign at least two
Agreement to Enter into a Housing Assistance Payment (AHAP) contracts for PBVs in 2019, one for the
third-phase of the Bowles Park state housing replacement project, Willow Creek, and one for the first
phase of the Westbrook Village replacement project.

HACH will also focus on the future of its low-income public housing (LIPH) program. HACH recognizes the
long-term risks of the current program’s trajectory and hope to make changes to that trajectory so that
the program can offer improved housing, more efficiently. To that end, HACH will investigate and pursue
the conversion of its LIPH housing to a different funding model and vigorously improve its management
of the housing stock remaining in the current program. In 2018, HACH submitted its LIPH portfolio for
possible RAD conversion. HACH also hired a consultant to help it understand the opportunities for the
LIPH housing stock and to help seize the better opportunities for sustainable subsidized housing.

In 2019, HACH will continue to focus on the improvement of its Management Assessment Sub-System
(MASS) indicator, one component in HUD’s rating system for HACH’s Low-Income Public Housing (LIPH)
program. In 2018, HACH made substantial changes in its approach to rent collection and unit turn-over.
Those efforts will continue into 2019. HACH still targets HUD highest occupancy rate measure: 98%
occupancy.
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Also, in response to a recurring request from HACH’s LIPH Resident Advisory Board (RAB), HACH will also
expand it local elderly preference to the other two LIPH AMP-6 developments, Mary Mahoney Village
and Smith Tower.

HACH has also made significant strides in improving its policies, procedures, and training in 2018 and will
continue to expand on that effort. HACH recognizes that its SEMAP and PHAS scores will only improve as
it improves its governance and management of its housing inventory and assets.

V02 Amendment
The Housing Authority of the City of Hartford is amending its 2019 Annual PHA Plan to put into force its
plan to:

· convert two of its developments to HUD’s Rental Assistance Demonstration (RAD), Nelton Court
(AMP-35) and Nelson Street (AMP-36), to permit continued investment in the developments;

· dispose of 59 Scattered-Sites units (AMP-15), which no longer efficiently support HACH’s
mission;

· dispose of Mary Shepard Place (AMP-24), a total of 127 units, which no longer efficiently
support HACH’s mission;

· update its HCV Administrative Plan (Admin Plan) to incorporate Mainstream vouchers to assist
non-elderly persons with disabilities who are transitioning out of institutional or other
segregated settings, at serious risk of institutionalization, homeless, or at risk of becoming
homeless;

· update its Admin Plan to incorporate Family Unification Vouchers to assist either:
o families for whom the lack of adequate housing is a primary factor in:

§ the imminent placement of the family’s child or children in out-of-home care; or
§ the delay in the discharge of the child or children to the family from out-of-

home care
o youths who:

§ have attained at least 18 years and not more than 24 years of age and
§ have left foster care at age 16 or older or will leave foster care within 90 days;

and
§ are homeless or is at risk of becoming homeless at age 16 or older;

· update its Admin Plan to correct operational issues, including the consolidation of future RAD-
PBV wait lists and to require quicker updates of income changes;

· updated its LIPH Admissions and Continued Occupancy Policy (ACOP) to correct operational
issues, including zero income certification, annual certification, and the computation of flat
rents; and

· updated its Admin Plan and ACOP to permit the incorporation of procedural elements that are
approved by the Executive Director.

H o w  t o  R e a d  t h i s  P l a n
This plan is organized around HUD form 50075-ST, Annual PHA Plan, for Standard Agencies. The
contents of that form are based on the regulations found in Code of Federal Regulations, Title 24,
Part 903 [24 CFR 903].
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The sections in this Plan are numbered to correspond with the 50075. In each section, we’ve also
included the regulation reference in brackets (‘[  ]’), if any, and the language of the regulation for
reference in gold-colored, italicized type.
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F o r m  H U D - 5 0 0 7 5 - S T
Annual PHA Plan
(Standard PHAs and
Troubled PHAs)

U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
Office of Public and Indian Housing

OMB No. 2577-0226
Expires: 02/29/2016
HUDClips Form
Accessed: 07/16/2018

Purpose. The 5-Year and Annual PHA Plans provide a ready source for interested parties to locate basic PHA policies, rules, and requirements
concerning the PHA’s operations, programs, and services, and informs HUD, families served by the PHA, and members of the public of the
PHA’s mission, goals and objectives for serving the needs of low- income, very low- income, and extremely low- income families.

Applicability. Form HUD-50075-ST is to be completed annually by STANDARD PHAs or TROUBLED PHAs. PHAs that meet the definition of a
High Performer PHA, Small PHA, HCV-Only PHA or Qualified PHA do not need to submit this form.

Definitions.
(1) High-Performer PHA – A PHA that owns or manages more than 550 combined public housing units and housing choice vouchers, and was

designated as a high performer on both of the most recent Public Housing Assessment System (PHAS) and Section Eight Management
Assessment Program (SEMAP) assessments if administering both programs, or PHAS if only administering public housing.

(2) Small PHA - A PHA that is not designated as PHAS or SEMAP troubled, or at risk of being designated as troubled, that owns or manages
less than 250 public housing units and any number of vouchers where the total combined units exceeds 550.

(3) Housing Choice Voucher (HCV) Only PHA - A PHA that administers more than 550 HCVs, was not designated as troubled in its most recent
SEMAP assessment and does not own or manage public housing.

(4) Standard PHA - A PHA that owns or manages 250 or more public housing units and any number of vouchers where the total combined
units exceeds 550, and that was designated as a standard performer in the most recent PHAS or SEMAP assessments.

(5) Troubled PHA - A PHA that achieves an overall PHAS or SEMAP score of less than 60 percent.
(6) Qualified PHA - A PHA with 550 or fewer public housing dwelling units and/or housing choice vouchers combined, and is not PHAS or

SEMAP troubled.

A. PHA Information.

A.1 PHA Name: _Housing Authority of the City of Hartford__________________________________ PHA Code: _CT003__________
PHA Type:  Standard PHA  Troubled PHA
PHA Plan for Fiscal Year Beginning: (MM/YYYY): _1/2019_____
PHA Inventory (Based on Annual Contributions Contract (ACC) units at time of FY beginning, above)
             Number of Public Housing (PH) Units: __1,076_____
Number of Housing Choice Vouchers (HCVs): __2,564______
                      Total Combined Units/Vouchers: _  3,640______
PHA Plan Submission Type:  Annual Submission Revised Annual Submission

Availability of Information. PHAs must have the elements listed below in sections B and C readily available to the public. A PHA must
identify the specific location(s) where the proposed PHA Plan, PHA Plan Elements, and all information relevant to the public hearing and
proposed PHA Plan are available for inspection by the public. At a minimum, PHAs must post PHA Plans, including updates, at each Asset
Management Project (AMP) and main office or central office of the PHA. PHAs are strongly encouraged to post complete PHA Plans on
their official website. PHAs are also encouraged to provide each resident council a copy of their PHA Plans.

See Section A.1 below.

PHA Consortia: (Check box if submitting a Joint PHA Plan and complete table below)

Participating
PHAs

PHA
Code

Program(s)
in the

Consortia
Program(s) not in the Consortia

No. of Units in Each Program

PH HCV

Lead PHA:
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B. Annual Plan Elements

B.1 Revision of PHA Plan Elements.
(a)  Have the following PHA Plan elements been revised by the PHA?
 Y     N

  Statement of Housing Needs and Strategy for Addressing Housing Needs
  Deconcentration and Other Policies that Govern Eligibility, Selection, and Admissions.
  Financial Resources.
  Rent Determination.
  Operation and Management.
  Grievance Procedures.
  Homeownership Programs.
  Community Service and Self-Sufficiency Programs.

Safety and Crime Prevention.
Pet Policy.
Asset Management.
Substantial Deviation.
Significant Amendment/Modification

(b)  If the PHA answered yes for any element, describe the revisions for each revised element(s):
 See Section B.1 below.

(c)  The PHA must submit its Deconcentration Policy for Field Office review.
See Section B.1 below.

B.2 New Activities.
(a)  Does the PHA intend to undertake any new activities related to the following in the PHA’s current Fiscal Year?
 Y    N

Hope VI or Choice Neighborhoods.
Mixed Finance Modernization or Development.
Demolition and/or Disposition.
Designated Housing for Elderly and/or Disabled Families.
Conversion of Public Housing to Tenant-Based Assistance.
Conversion of Public Housing to Project-Based Assistance under RAD.
Occupancy by Over-Income Families.
Occupancy by Police Officers.
Non-Smoking Policies.
Project-Based Vouchers.
Units with Approved Vacancies for Modernization.
Other Capital Grant Programs (i.e., Capital Fund Community Facilities Grants or Emergency Safety and Security Grants).

(b) If any of these activities are planned for the current Fiscal Year, describe the activities.  For new demolition activities, describe any
public housing development or portion thereof, owned by the PHA for which the PHA has applied or will apply for demolition and/or
disposition approval under section 18 of the 1937 Act under the separate demolition/disposition approval process. If using Project-Based
Vouchers (PBVs), provide the projected number of project based units and general locations, and describe how project basing would be
consistent with the PHA Plan.

See Section B.2 below.

B.3 Civil Rights Certification.
Form HUD-50077, PHA Certifications of Compliance with the PHA Plans and Related Regulations, must be submitted by the PHA as an
electronic attachment to the PHA Plan.

See Section B.3 below.
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B.4 Most Recent Fiscal Year Audit.
(a) Were there any findings in the most recent FY Audit?
  Y    N

(b) If yes, please describe:

See Section B.4 below.

B.5 Progress Report.
Provide a description of the PHA’s progress in meeting its Mission and Goals described in the PHA 5-Year and Annual Plan.

See Section B.5 below.

B.6 Resident Advisory Board (RAB) Comments.
(a)  Did the RAB(s) provide comments to the PHA Plan?
 Y     N

(c) If yes, comments must be submitted by the PHA as an attachment to the PHA Plan.  PHAs must also include a narrative
describing their analysis of the RAB recommendations and the decisions made on these recommendations.

See Section B.6 below.

B.7 Certification by State or Local Officials.
Form HUD 50077-SL, Certification by State or Local Officials of PHA Plans Consistency with the Consolidated Plan, must be submitted by
the PHA as an electronic attachment to the PHA Plan.

See Section B.7 below.

B.8 Troubled PHA.
(a)  Does the PHA have any current Memorandum of Agreement, Performance Improvement Plan, or Recovery Plan in place?
 Y     N   N/A

(b)  If yes, please describe:

C. Statement of Capital Improvements.  Required for all PHAs completing this form that administer public
housing and receive funding from the Capital Fund Program (CFP).

C.1 Capital Improvements. Include a reference here to the most recent HUD-approved 5-Year Action Plan (HUD-50075.2) and the date that
it was approved by HUD.

See Section C.1 below.
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A .  P H A  I n f o r m a t i o n
A . 1  L o c a t i o n s  A g e n c y  P l a n  A v a i l a b l e  f o r  I n s p e c t i o n
HACH’s FY 2019 Annual Plan is available for inspection at the following locations during regular office
hours:

Housing Authority of the City of Hartford
180 John D. Wardlaw Way

Hartford, CT 06106
(Main Office: open to the public)

Mary Shepard Place
15 Pavilion Street

Hartford, CT 06120

Kent Apartments
188 Sigourney Street
Hartford, CT 06105

Betty Knox Apartments
141 Woodland Street

Hartford, CT 06105

Nelton Court Apartments
45 Alan Green Way
Hartford, CT 06120

[Percival C.] Smith Tower
80 Charter Oak Avenue

Hartford, CT 06106

Mary Mahoney Village
73 Vine Street

Hartford, CT 06105

HACH provides a copy of the FY 2019 Annual PHA Plan, as amended, to each resident council, after
Board approval.

In addition, this FY 2019 Annual PHA Plan, as amended, is available on HACH’s website:
www.hartfordhousing.org.
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B .  A n n u a l  P l a n  E l e m e n t s
B . 1  R e v i s i o n  o f  P H A  P l a n  E l e m e n t

B.1(b) Describe revisions for each revised element

Statement of Housing Needs and Strategy for Addressing Housing Needs [§ 903.7(a)]
Provide a statement addressing the housing needs of low-income, very low-income and extremely low-
income families and a brief description of the PHA’s strategy for addressing the housing needs of families
who reside in the jurisdiction served by the PHA. The statement must identify the housing needs of
       (I) families with incomes below 30 percent of area median income (extremely low-income),
       (ii) elderly families and families with disabilities, and
      (iii) households of various races and ethnic groups residing in the jurisdiction or on the waiting list
based on information provided by the applicable Consolidated Plan, information provided by HUD, and
other generally available data.

The identification of housing needs must address issues of affordability, supply, quality, accessibility, size
of units, and location. (24 CFR §903.7(a)(1)) Provide a description of the PHA’s strategy for addressing
the housing needs of families in the jurisdiction and on the waiting list in the upcoming year. (24 CFR
§903.7(a)(2)(ii))

In its 2015 Consolidated Plan, the City of Hartford noted a significant shortage of affordable and
available rental units for extremely low-income households. HACH believes that the City continues to
experience this problem. HACH’s housing-needs statement was updated in its 2018 Annual PHA Plan. No
further revisions are included in this plan.

Deconcentration and Policies that Govern Eligibility, Selection, and Admissions [§ 903.7(b)]
A statement of the PHA’s deconcentration and other policies that govern eligibility, selection, and
admissions. This statement must describe the PHA’s policies that govern resident or tenant eligibility,
selection and admission. This statement also must describe any PHA admission preferences, and any
occupancy policies that pertain to public housing units and housing units assisted under section 8(o) of
the 1937 Act, as well as any unit assignment policies for public housing. This statement must include the
following information:

(1) Deconcentration Policy. The PHA’s deconcentration policy applicable to public housing, as
described in § 903.2(a).

(2) Waiting List Procedures. The PHA’s procedures for maintaining waiting lists for admission to the
PHA’s public housing developments. The statement must address any site-based waiting lists, as
authorized by section 6(s) of the 1937 Act (42 U.S.C. 1437d(s)), for public housing. Section 6(s) of
the 1937 Act permits PHAs to establish a system of site-based waiting lists for public housing
that is consistent with all applicable civil rights and fair housing laws and regulations.
Notwithstanding any other regulations, a PHA may adopt site-based waiting lists where:
(I) The PHA regularly submits required occupancy data to HUD’s Multifamily Tenant

Characteristics Systems (MTCS) in an accurate, complete and timely manner;
(ii) The system of site-based waiting lists provides for full disclosure to each applicant of any

option available to the applicant in the selection of the development in which to reside,
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including basic information about available sites (location, occupancy, number and size of
accessible units, amenities such as day care, security, transportation and training programs)
and an estimate of the period of time the applicant would likely have to wait to be admitted
to units of different sizes and types (e.g., regular or accessible) at each site;

(iii) Adoption of site-based waiting lists would not violate any court order or settlement
agreement, or be inconsistent with a pending complaint brought by HUD;

(iv) The PHA includes reasonable measures to assure that adoption of site-based waiting lists is
consistent with affirmatively furthering fair housing, such as reasonable marketing activities
to attract applicants regardless of race or ethnicity;

(v) The PHA provides for review of its site-based waiting list policy to determine if the policy is
consistent with civil rights laws and certifications through the following steps:
(A) As part of the submission of the Annual Plan, the PHA shall assess changes in racial,

ethnic or disability-related tenant composition at each PHA site that may have occurred
during the implementation of the site-based waiting list, based upon MTCS occupancy
data that has been confirmed to be complete and accurate by an independent audit
(which may be the annual independent audit) or is otherwise satisfactory to HUD;

(B) At least every three years the PHA uses independent testers or other means satisfactory
to HUD, to assure that the site-based waiting list is not being implemented in a
discriminatory manner, and that no patterns or practices of discrimination exist, and
providing the results to HUD;

(C) Taking any steps necessary to remedy the problems surfaced during the review; and
(D) Taking the steps necessary to affirmatively further fair housing.

(3) Other admissions policies. The PHA’s admission policies that include any other PHA policies that
govern eligibility, selection and admissions for the public housing (see part 960 of this title) and
tenant-based assistance programs (see part 982, subpart E of this title). (The information
requested on site-based waiting lists and deconcentration is applicable only to public housing.)

Deconcentration Policy
HACH also provides for deconcentration of poverty and income mixing by bringing higher income
tenants into lower income projects. HACH’s deconcentration policy was updated in its 2018 Annual PHA
Plan. No further revisions are included in this plan.

Waiting List Procedures
HACH is expanding its preference for older persons (55+) in two additional developments. HACH’s
Resident Advisory Board has been asking for this change for some time. There is a substantial and
growing need for housing for older persons in Hartford and HACH is responding to that change. HACH’s
elderly preference now covers all its developments in AMP-6; e.g., Betty Knox Apartment, Kent
Apartments, Mary Mahoney, and Smith Tower. Each is largely composed of studios or one-bedroom
units that are not conducive to family use. As a preference, HACH will not discriminated against those
elderly with families (e.g., minor children, such as grandchildren), accepting them for the preference.

Financial Resources [§ 903.7(c)]
This statement must address the financial resources that are available to the PHA for the support of
Federal public housing and tenant-based assistance programs administered by the PHA during the
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plan year. The statement must include a listing, by general categories, of the PHA’s anticipated
resources, such as PHA operating, capital and other anticipated Federal resources available to the PHA,
as well as tenant rents and other income available to support public housing or tenant-based assistance.
The statement also should include the non-Federal sources of funds supporting each Federal program,
and state the planned uses for the resources.

This statement addresses the financial resources available to HACH for the support of low-income public
housing and tenant-based assistance programs administered by HACH during 2019.

Financial Resources: Planned Sources and Uses
  Sources Approx.

Planned $
Planned Uses

 1. Federal Grants (FY 2019 grants)
   Public Housing Operating Funds  $ 4,725,000 PHA Operations
   Public Housing Capital Fund   $ 1,200,000 Capital Improvements
   Public Housing Replacement Housing
       Factor (1st and 2nd Increments)

 $  - Replacement Housing

   Annual Contributions: HCV    $ 18,077,640 Housing Assistance Payments
and Administrative Fees

   Veteran Affairs Supportive
   Housing Program (VASH)

     $ 1,083,337 Housing Assistance Payments
and Administrative Fees
(included in HCV grant)

   Resident Opportunity and Self-Sufficiency
   Grants (ROSS)

        $ 164,000 Service Coordinators

 2. Prior Year Federal Grants
(unobligated funds only)

     FY 2017 Public Housing Capital Fund $ 500,000 Capital Improvements

 3. Public Housing Dwelling Rental Income
   Rent $ 4,713,000 PHA Operations

 4. Other Income
   Interest on Investments (LIPH)  $ 300 PHA Operations
   Interest on Investments (HCV) $ 80 HCV Assistance
   Dividends/Insurance Proceeds PHA Operations

 5. Non-federal Sources
     Other (Space Rentals)

Total: $ 30,463,357
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Rent Determination [§ 903.7(d)]
This statement must describe the PHA’s basic discretionary policies that govern rents charged for public
housing units, applicable flat rents, and the rental contributions of families receiving tenant-based
assistance. For tenant-based assistance, this statement also shall cover any discretionary minimum
tenant rents and payment standard policies.

In each HACH housing program, a family’s income determines eligibility for assistance and is also used to
calculate the family’s rent payment. HACH uses the policies and methods described in ACOP and its
Admin Plan, as well as HUD regulations, to ensure that only eligible families receive assistance and that
no family pays more or less than its obligation under the regulations. HACH’s rent determination policies
were updated in its 2018 Annual PHA Plan. No further revisions are included in this plan.

Operations and Management [§ 903.7(e)]
A statement of the PHA’s operation and management.

(1) This statement must list the PHA’s rules, standards, and policies that govern maintenance and
management of housing owned, assisted, or operated by the PHA.

(2) The policies listed in this statement must include a description of any measures necessary for the
prevention or eradication of pest infestation. Pest infestation includes cockroach infestation.

(3) This statement must include a description of PHA management organization, and a listing of the
programs administered by the PHA.

(4) The information requested on a PHA’s rules, standards and policies regarding management and
maintenance of housing applies only to public housing. The information requested on PHA
program management and listing of administered programs applies to public housing and
tenant-based assistance.

Below is a summary of the changes planned for 2019 for both HACH’s Housing Choice Voucher (HCV or
Section 8) program and its Low-Income Public Housing (LIPH) program.

Changes to Housing Choice Voucher Administrative Plan
HACH’s HCV program is administered with policy and procedures found it its Administration Plan (Admin
Plan). The following is a summary of the Admin Plan changes for 2019:

· Local Admission Preferences
HACH is changing two preferences for 2019:

o Removing Preference for Displacement from HACH-Owned Unit undergoing
Redevelopment

HACH created this preference to accommodate its redevelopment of Westbrook Village
and Bowles Park. Since all the families will be moved out of those old developments by
the end of the year, this preference won’t be needed next year. HACH is therefore
removal it.

o Adding Involuntary Displacement from HACH-Owned Development

HACH has had several LIPH developments out-of-commission because of fire and lead. If
has been a substantial burden to both the displaced families and HACH to house those
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families in temporary housing. Therefore, HACH will add a preference so that if multiple
families are displaced from a PHA-owned development because fire, flooding, etc., and
if HACH determines it will take too long to find replacement housing for those families,
then HACH may offer the family an HCV vouchers.

· Initial Voucher Term
HACH is expanding the initial voucher term and extensions to 120 days, by adding a second
automatic extension. This expands the time to locate a unit from 90 days to 120 days, which is
more in line with the time it takes the 90th-percentile family to find suitable housing. To provide
tracking and encouragement, HACH requires the applicant family to check in at 60 and 90 days.

· HAP Contract Termination and New Vouchers
HACH will give a family in a unit with a terminated HAP (not due to a family’s action) a new
voucher and require that the family move within the normal voucher rules, e.g., 120 days.

· Return of Documents
HACH is adding a blanket statement to its policy, stating that all documents are due within 10
business days of HACH’s request for the document, unless otherwise noted in the policy.

HACH is implementing this technical correction because it has discovered too many places in the
Admin Plan where the amount of time a tenant or applicant gets to return a document wasn’t
stated, delaying administration. This change permits HACH to take more immediate corrective
action.

V02 Amendment to Housing Choice Voucher Administrative Plan
The following is a summary of the amendments for Admin Plan 2019 Rev-1:

· Mainstream Vouchers
HACH has been awarded 45 Mainstream Vouchers (MSV) in FY 2018. MSVs target families with
non-elderly persons with disabilities who are transitioning out of institutional or other
segregated settings, at serious risk of institutionalization, homeless, or at risk of becoming
homeless.

HACH will create a targeting preference, limited to the number of vouchers in the MSV
allocation, to select MSV-qualified families from the tenant-based waiting list when an MSV
becomes available.

· Family Unification Program Vouchers1

HACH has been awarded 83 Family Unification Program (FUP) vouchers. FUP vouchers target:
o families for whom the lack of adequate housing is a primary factor in:

§ the imminent placement of the family’s child or children in out-of-home care; or
§ the delay in the discharge of the child or children to the family from out-of-

home care; and
o eligible youths at least 18 years old and not more than 24 years old who left foster care

at age 16 or older and who lack adequate housing because they are:

1 Family Unification Program (FUP) Notice of Funding Availability (NOFA) for Fiscal Years 2017 and 2018, FR-6100-
N-41.
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§ homeless;
§ displaced by domestic violence;
§ living in substandard or dilapidated housing;
§ in imminent danger of losing housing; or
§ living in overcrowded unit.

o eligible youths:
§ at least 18 years and not more than 24 years of age (have not reached their 25th

birthday);
§ who left foster care at age 16 or older or will leave foster care within 90 days, in

accordance with a transition plan described in Section 475(5)(H) of the Social
Security Act; and

§ who are homeless or are at risk of becoming homeless.

HACH has signed a Memorandum of Agreement (MOU), dated July 26, 2018, with the CT Dept.
of Children and Families (DCF); the CT Balance of State, Dept. of Housing; and CT Dept. of
Mental Health and Addiction Services (DHMAS); partnering with those state agencies to provide
FUP vouchers to eligible families referred by the state agencies and to provide follow-up
assistance. Among the requirements of that MOU, HACH will:

o create a targeting preference, limited to the number of vouchers in the FUP allocation,
to select FUP-qualified families and youths from the tenant-based waiting list when a
FUP voucher becomes available;

o leave the wait list open for targeted FUP applicants referred to HACH by DCF; and
o review its tenant-based HCV wait list to determine if any families with children or

youths, age 18 to 24, are on the list, and refer those applicants to DCF to determine FUP
eligibility.

As required by statute, an FUP voucher issued to an eligible youth may only be used to provide
housing assistance for the youth for a maximum of 36 months.

· Consolidated Wait Lists
HACH’s current Admin Plan provides for a single tenant-based HCV wait list, one wait list per
RAD development, and one wait list per PBV development. HACH is consolidating its wait lists as
follows:

Tenant-Based HCV Wait List
HACH’s tenant-based HCV wait list will not change. Instead it will absorb the existing PBV wait
list and it will host applicants for all future PBV developments. HACH’s tenant-based HCV wait
list will also be the source for all targeted funding (though not for targeted individuals, such as
Tenant Protection Vouchers). This approach promotes management efficiency and reduces the
number of costly wait-list openings required.

If a tenant-based HCV wait list applicant is issued a voucher and is housed, HACH will remove
the applicant from all other HCV and RAD wait lists.

PBV Wait Lists
HACH is consolidating its development-based PBV wait lists with its tenant-based wait list. Going
forward, HACH will draw all applicants for PBV projects from its tenant-based wait list. Owner
preferences will be used to draw applicants from HACH’s tenant-based wait list that are
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compatible with each development’s Tenant Selection Plan (TSP). If an owner’s TSP uses
referrals for filling units, such as supportive housing units for homeless or for veterans, HACH
will keep its wait list open for appropriate referrals on an as-needed basis (e.g., when a referral-
only unit is vacant and needs to be filled).

For the single PBV development currently operational, Willow Creek I, its wait list was initially
created from the tenant-based HCV wait list, so each applicant on the Willow Creek I PBV wait
list is already represented on the tenant-based HCV wait list, in the same order. Therefore,
switching from a PBV development specific wait list to the tenant-based HCV wait list will not
affect any applicant’s position on the list.

RAD-PBV Wait Lists
HACH will initially support two RAD wait lists: a Dutch Point RAD (DP-RAD) wait list and another
RAD-PBV wait list for all other RAD-PBV projects. Once the DP-RAD is exhausted of applicants of
a particular unit size or other necessary characteristic, DP-RAD applicants will be drawn from the
other, singular RAD-PBV wait list.

When converting an LIPH project to RAD, HUD guidance2 requires HACH to consider the best
means to transition applicants from the current LIPH waiting list for the covered project. Since
HACH has a single waiting list for its LIPH program, upon conversion of the first HACH LIPH
covered project to RAD, HACH will add all LIPH applicants to the RAD-PBV wait list. Applicants
from the LIPH program wait list will be copied to the RAD-PBV wait list in a manner that
preserves each LIPH applicant’s original application date/time. If the DP-RAD wait list is
exhausted before a new RAD project completes the conversion process, HACH will create the
single RAD-PBV wait list from the LIPH wait list as though a conversion completed.

If HACH converts additional LIPH projects, new LIPH wait list applicants added to the LIPH wait
list since the prior RAD conversion will be added to the RAD-PBV wait list, maintaining each LIPH
applicant’s original application date/time.

If a RAD-PBV wait list applicant is issued a voucher and is housed, HACH will remove the
applicant from all other HCV and RAD wait lists.

· Policy Correction
The current HCV policy incorrectly states that optional reporting of income changes must occur
within thirty (30) days of the event. HACH is changing this period to ten (10) business days to
match the other related policies concerning income change reporting periods.

· Program Procedures
HACH will incorporate procedural elements (standard operating procedures) into its Admin Plan
that reflect the policy within the Admin Plan. HACH is stating that these procedural elements,
like the standard operating procedures it uses to manage HACH, may be changed with the
approval of the Executive Director and that they do not constitute a change to its Annual Plan
(see the definition of a Significant Amendment in this Plan).

2 PIH 2012-32, Rev 3, RAD Notice, § 1.6.D.4, Establishing of Waiting List.
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The policy language for each of the above changes to HACH’s Administrative Plan for 2019, Rev-1, which
can be seen on the Housing Authority’s web site, www.hartfordhousing.org, under Residents -> Agency
and Capital Fund Plan Online Documents.

Changes to the LIPH Admissions and Continued Occupancy Policy
HACH’s LIPH program is administered with policy and procedures found in its Admissions and Continued
Occupancy Plan (ACOP). The following is a summary of the ACOP changes for 2019:

· HACH is changing two local admission preferences this year:
o Expanding Preference of 55 years of age and older to Mary Mahoney and Smith Tower

Currently, there is a preference for families with a head-of-household or co-
head/spouse who is 55 years or older (regardless of any other familial status – meaning
kids and grandkids are okay). HACH’s implementation of a similar preference for Betty
Knox and Kent Apartments has worked as expected, so HACH is expanding the
admissions preference to cover Mary Mahoney Village and Smith Tower, as well.

o Removing Preference for Involuntary Displacement from HACH-Owned Unit

HACH created this preference to accommodate its redevelopment of Westbrook Village
and Bowles Park. Since all the families will be moved out of those old developments by
the end of 2018, this preference won’t be needed next year. HACH will therefore
remove it.

· Return of Documents
HACH is adding a blanket statement to its policy, stating that all documents are due within 10
business days of HACH’s request for the document, unless otherwise noted in the policy.

HACH is implementing this technical correction because it has discovered too many places in the
Admin Plan where the amount of time a tenant or applicant gets to return a document wasn’t
stated, delaying administration. This change permits HACH to take more immediate corrective
action.

· Repayment Agreements
o Must Pay (or Agree to Pay) Debts Owed to HACH for Continued Assistance

HACH is expanding its current repayment policy.

In the past, this policy was implied, but never stated in HACH’s ACOP. This proposed
change will make it clear. The proposed change also allows HACH to terminate the
tenancy (evict) families that refuse to sign repayment agreements.

HACH is also modifying to the terms of repayment agreements. The current policy
requires that a family pay 10% of the amount owed as a down payment and then pay
10% of the family’s adjusted gross income (AGI) per month, over 18 months. If the
repayment wouldn’t fit into this schedule, HACH could terminate the family’s tenancy.
HACH is extending the repayment period from 18 months to 48 months.

A family’s failure to pay on a repayment agreement was and is still a lease violation.

http://www.hartfordhousing.org/
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o Limiting Repayment Agreements
HACH is implementing two new rules:

§ Three-strikes over the past 6 years, then out (eviction). HACH has too many
repeat offenders of its income reporting policy. This change lets HACH
terminate serial offenders of HACH’s income-reporting policies.

§ Repayments in court if NTQ issued. HACH cannot offer program-based
repayment plans if the family is being evicted. This is a clarifying statement.

o Repayment Due
HACH is proposing to alter timing for when repayment plan payments are due. HACH
proposes changing due date to match rent payments, which will be the first of month,
regardless of holiday. If a family fails to pay, then HACH will issue a Kapa Notice.

· Notice period for rent increase dropped from 30 to 15 days
Paperwork delays are making it difficult for HACH to meet HUD deadlines. Therefore, HACH will
reduce the notice period of an increase in rent due to an interim reexamination of the
household from 30 days to 15 days. In practice, because the rent doesn’t adjust until the
beginning of the next month, on average, most tenants will get about 30 days’ notice (though
this is still 15 days less that the current average of 45 days).

For example: if HACH’s rent increase notice is dated the 16th of month, then tenant has 45 days
until new rent is effective. But, if HACH’s rent increase notice is issued on 15th of the month,
then tenant has only 15 days’ notice (unless it’s February!)

· Persistently over-income families must pay market rent
HUD now requires that families that are over-income for a period of two years or more pay the
fair market rent for their unit.

If the family’s income drops, the family may request a re-examination of the family’s income,
which may lower the family’s rent and restart the PHA’s two-year over-income observation
period.

· Waiting List Purge
HACH will change in its waiting list purge policy. Currently, HACH must update all families on the
waiting list whenever it does an update. HACH will add the flexibility to purge only a portion of
the waiting list necessary to ensure that forecast need for applicants is met with current and
timely information on the applicant.

In practice, this proposed change permits HACH to update the entire waiting list or any portion
of the waiting list, including, for example, the first 100 applicants, applicants requiring a specific
unit size, applicants requiring ADA units, applicants with specific preferences, etc.

V02 Amendment to the LIPH Admissions and Continued Occupancy Policy
The following is a summary of the amendments to the ACOP for the 2019 Annual PHA Plan:

· Zero-Income Review Threshold Changing to Adjusted Gross Income
HACH is changing the income threshold that triggers a required family certification of zero-
income. The threshold is currently $200 of monthly income. HACH is altering that threshold to
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be more appropriately relate to the family’s size. HACH is changing the zero-income review
threshold to $200 of monthly adjusted income.

· Failure to Complete Annual Reexamination
HACH is required to exam a family’s income and household composition annually.3 A family is
obligated to provide HACH all information HACH deems necessary to administrate the program.4

HACH’s family certifications suffer because currently HACH’s only recourse is to terminate the
family’s lease, which is an administrative burden often resolved at great expense to HACH and
the family.

Therefore, HACH is adding a new mechanism to encourage the family’s compliance with its
obligation to provide documents and recertify household information: HACH will assume the
family is over-income. HACH cannot know the family’s income when the family fails to provide
proper documents or to certify the reexamination of the household. As an alternative to
terminating the family’s lease, HACH may, separately or in conjunction with lease termination,
increase the family’s rent to the flat rent.

· Flat Rent Clarifications
HACH is clarifying its policies and goals for flat rents. Flat rents are targeted at between 80 and
100 percent of Fair Market Rent. The Executive Director may switch flat rents to Small-Area Fair
Market Rents. HACH’s procedures for determining flat rents are incorporated into the ACOP.
HACH will also publish its flat rent schedule in its Resident Services Fee Schedule.

· Program Procedures
HACH will incorporate procedural elements (standard operating procedures) into its ACOP that
reflect the policy within the ACOP. HACH is stating that these procedural elements, like the
standard operating procedures it uses to manage HACH, may be changed with the approval of
the Executive Director and that they do not constitute a change to its Annual Plan (see the
definition of a Significant Amendment in this Plan).

The policy language for each of the above changes to HACH’s ACOP for 2019, Rev-1, which can be seen
on the Housing Authority’s web site, www.hartfordhousing.org, under Residents -> Agency and Capital
Fund Plan Online Documents.

Changes to the LIPH Tenant Lease
The following is a summary of the LIPH Tenant Lease changes for 2019:

· Technical changes to permit easier administration of the lease.

Changes to LIPH House Rules and a new Resident Services Fee Schedule
HACH has no LIPH House Rule changes for 2019.

Prevention or Eradication of Pest Infestation
HACH is continuing its extermination procedures into 2019.

3 24 CFR § 960.257
4 24 CFR § 960.259

http://www.hartfordhousing.org/
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Description of HACH’s Management Organization
HACH is governed by a board of five Commissioners, all appointed by the Mayor of the City of Hartford,
one of which must be a tenant of the Authority. Appointed by and reporting to the Board of
Commissioners, and providing day-to-day oversight, is an Executive Director. Reporting to the Executive
Director are the following:

· Chief Financial Officer
· Director of Human Resources
· General Counsel/Chief Procurement Officer
· Deputy Executive Director, Real Estate Development & Capital Improvements (for LIPH)
· Occupancy Supervisor (for LIPH)
· Property Manager Supervisor (for LIPH)
· Housing Choice Voucher Program (HCVP) Coordinator
· Community Liaison Officer

In 2017, HACH began a process of strengthening its operating policies, processes, procedures, and
training. In 2019, HACH plans to:

· Update its policies with acquired experience and best practices
· Create and update more procedures
· Create and expanding training opportunities

Programs Administered by HACH
HACH administers the following programs:

· Low-Income Public Housing (LIPH)
· Housing Choice Voucher (Tenant-based)
· Housing Choice Voucher (Project-based)

Grievance Procedures [§ 903.7(f)]
This statement describes the grievance and informal hearing and review procedures that the PHA makes
available to its residents and applicants. These procedures include public housing grievance procedures
and tenant-based assistance informal review procedures for applicants and hearing procedures for
participants.

LIPH
HUD’s grievance regulations exist to provide its tenant with due process when faced with termination of
tenancy or eviction. HACH is not proposing any changes to its grievance policy other than non-material
technical corrections and clarifications.

HCV
HACH’s HCV informal hearing policy can be found in HACH’s Admin Plan. No changes to the HCV
Informal Hearing policy and procedures are planned other than non-material technical corrections and
clarifications.

Homeownership Programs [§ 903.7(k)]
A statement of homeownership programs administered by the PHA.

(1) This statement describes:
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(I) Any homeownership programs administered by the PHA under section 8(y) of the 1937 Act
(42 U.S.C. 1437f(y));

(ii) Any homeownership programs administered by the PHA under an approved section 5(h)
homeownership program (42 U.S.C. 1437c(h));

(iii) Any approved HOPE I program (42 U.S.C. 1437aaa); or
(iv) Any homeownership programs for which the PHA has applied to administer or will apply to

administer under section 5(h), the HOPE I program, or section 32 of the 1937 Act (42 U.S.C.
1437z-4).

(2) The application and approval process for homeownership under the programs described in
paragraph (k) of this section, apart from the section 8(y) homeownership program, are separate
processes. Approval of the PHA Plan does not constitute approval of these activities.

LIPH
HACH is encouraging the construction of affordable home-ownership units as part of its redevelopment
partnership at Chester B. Bowles Park (now Willow Creek), those units should be available in 2019.

Otherwise, HACH does not have any plans for home ownership in 2019.

HCV
HACH has determined that it does not have the capacity to administrate an HCV Homeownership
program. This program will not be supported until that capacity is created.

Community Service and Self-Sufficiency Programs [§ 903.7(l)]
A statement of the PHA’s community service and self-sufficiency programs.

(1) This statement describes:
(I) Any PHA programs relating to services and amenities coordinated, promoted or provided by

the PHA for assisted families, including programs provided or offered as a result of the PHA’s
partnership with other entities;

(ii) Any PHA programs coordinated, promoted or provided by the PHA for the enhancement of
the economic and social self-sufficiency of assisted families, including programs provided or
offered as a result of the PHA’s partnerships with other entities, and activities under section
3 of the Housing and Community Development Act of 1968 and under requirements for the
Family Self-Sufficiency Program and others. The description of programs offered shall include
the program’s size (including required and actual size of the Family Self-Sufficiency program)
and means of allocating assistance to households.

(iii) How the PHA will comply with the requirements of section 12(c) and (d) of the 1937 Act (42
U.S.C. 1437j(c) and (d)). These statutory provisions relate to community service by public
housing residents and treatment of income changes in public housing and tenant-based
assistance recipients resulting from welfare program requirements. PHAs must address any
cooperation agreements, as described in section 12(d)(7) of the 1937 Act (42 U.S.C.
1437j(d)(7)), that the PHA has entered into or plans to enter into.

(2) The information required by paragraph (l) of this section is applicable to both public housing and
tenant-based assistance, except that the information regarding the PHA’s compliance with the
community service requirement applies only to public housing.
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HACH’s Community Service and Self-Sufficiency Programs are unchanged for 2019. For a description of
the program, please refer to the ACOP and Admin Plan. In general, HACH promotes self-sufficiency and
asset development of assisted households by:

· Providing or attracting supportive services to improve residents’ employability,
· Developing partnerships with community agencies to provide educational and training

opportunities for residents, and
· Continuing to provide or attract supportive services to increase independence for the elderly or

families with disabilities.

Safety and Crime Prevention [§ 903.7(m)]
Public Housing Safety and Crime Prevention [§ 903.7(m)(1)&(2)]
A statement of the PHA’s safety and crime prevention measures. With respect to public housing only, this
statement describes the PHA’s plan for safety and crime prevention to ensure the safety of the public
housing residents that it serves. The plan for safety and crime prevention must be established in
consultation with the police officer or officers in command of the appropriate precinct or police
departments. The plan also must provide, on a development-by-development or jurisdiction wide-basis,
the measures necessary to ensure the safety of public housing residents.

The statement regarding the PHA’s safety and crime prevention plan must include the following
information:

(I) A description of the need for measures to ensure the safety of public housing residents;
(ii) A description of any crime prevention activities conducted or to be conducted by the PHA; and
(iii) A description of the coordination between the PHA and the appropriate police precincts for

carrying out crime prevention measures and activities.

HACH is committed to ensuring the safety and well-being of its residents. It has forged cooperative
relationships with local law enforcement and has enacted programs and policies to achieve this goal.
HACH’s safety and crime prevention statement was updated in its 2018 Annual PHA Plan. No further
revisions are included in this plan.

Dating Violence, Sexual Assault, and Stalking Prevention Programs [§ 903.7(m)(5)]
A statement of any domestic violence, dating violence, sexual assault, and stalking prevention programs:

(I) A description of any activities, services, or programs provided or offered by an agency, either
directly or in partnership with other service providers, to child or adult victims of domestic
violence, dating violence, sexual assault, or stalking;

(ii) Any activities, services, or programs provided or offered by a PHA that help child and adult
victims of domestic violence, dating violence, sexual assault, or stalking to obtain or maintain
housing; and

(iii) Any activities, services, or programs provided or offered by a PHA to prevent domestic violence,
dating violence, sexual assault, or stalking, or to enhance victim safety in assisted families.

The Violence against Women Reauthorization Act of 2013 (VAWA) provides special protections for
victims of domestic violence, dating violence, sexual assault, and stalking, who are applying for or
receiving assistance under each of HACH’s programs. HACH’s dating violence, sexual assault, and
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stalking prevention statement was updated in its 2018 Annual PHA Plan. No further revisions are
included in this plan.

Pet Policy [§ 903.7(n)]
A statement of the PHA’s policies and rules regarding ownership of pets in public housing. This statement
describes the PHA’s policies and requirements pertaining to the ownership of pets in public housing. The
policies must be in accordance with section 31 of the 1937 Act (42 U.S.C. 1437a-3).

HACH’s Pet Policy establishes clear guidelines for ownership of pets and reasonable rules governing the
keeping of common household pets. HACH’s Pet Policy is found in the Chapter 10 of the ACOP. HACH’s
pet policy statement was summarized in its 2018 Annual PHA Plan. No further revisions are included in
this plan.

Asset Management [§ 903.7(q)]
To the extent not covered by other components of the PHA Annual Plan, this statement describes how
the PHA will carry out its asset management functions with respect to the PHA’s public housing
inventory, including how the PHA will plan for long-term operating, capital investment, rehabilitation,
modernization, disposition, and other needs for such inventory.

HACH continues to explore all opportunities to either capitalize its federal assets within program
parameters or monetize non-dwelling assets for the benefit of its resident population.

Substantial Deviation [§ 903.7(r)(2)(I)]
A PHA must identify the basic criteria the PHA will use for determining:

(i) A substantial deviation from its 5-Year Plan; and

V02 Amendment to Substantial Deviation
A Substantial Deviation from its 5-Year Plan and Annual Plan means a discretionary HACH action that is a
material deviation from the mission, objectives, or plans of the agency.

A Substantial Deviation from its 5-Year Plan and Annual Plan includes HACH actions:
· Outside the mission, objectives, or plans of the agency

A Substantial Deviation from its 5-Year Plan and Annual Plan does not include HACH actions (not an
exhaustive list):

· Resulting from funding constraints
· Taken to reflect HUD or other federal agency mandates, regulations, or directives
· Taken to reflect federal and state law and regulations
· That deviate from established processes or procedures (e.g., process or procedural actions that

remain compliant with HACH policy)
· That are not specifically governed by HACH’s PHA 5-Year and Annual Plan, or required PHA Plan

elements
· That transfer work projects from one grant year to another in the Capital Fund Program

(fungibility) included in the approved Capital Fund Program 5-Year Action Plan
· That transfer funds in the Capital Fund Program from one line-item to another within the same

grant year budget
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· To perform work projects funded by the Capital Fund Program not included in the 5-Year Action
Plan that have been recognized by the Board of Commissioners to be emergencies

· Taken to implement a Rental Assistance Demonstration (RAD) program

Significant Amendment or Modification [§ 903.7(r)(2)(ii)]
A PHA must identify the basic criteria the PHA will use for determining:

* * *
(ii) A significant amendment or modification to its 5-Year Plan and Annual Plan.

V02 Amendment to Significant Amendment or Modification
A Significant Amendment or Modification to 5-Year and Annual Plan means a discretionary change in
HACH’s plans or policies that, other than the exception listed below:

· Fundamentally change the mission, objectives, or plans of the agency
· Changes to rent calculation policies, admissions policies, or organization of the waiting list

Significant Amendment or Modification does not include HACH-adopted changes to HACH plans and
policies that:

· Result from funding constraints
· Reflect HUD or other federal agency mandates, regulations, or directives
· Are not specifically described by HACH’s PHA 5-Year and Annual Plan, or required PHA Plan

elements
· Only result in changes to processes or procedures that remain compliant with HACH policy
· Are made to implement its Rental Assistance Demonstration (RAD) program

As part of the Rental Assistance Demonstration (RAD), Significant Amendment or Modification does not
include HACH adopted changes to HACH plans and policies to:

· Convert LIPH units to a Rental Assistance Demonstration (RAD) project using either Project
Based Vouchers (PBVs) or Project Based Rental Assistance (PBRA)

· Alter the Capital Fund Program Budget produced as a result of each approved RAD Conversion,
regardless of whether the proposed conversion will include use of additional Capital Funds

· Alter construction and rehabilitation plan for each approved RAD Conversion
· Alter financing structures for each approved RAD Conversion

B.1(c) Submit PHA’s Deconcentration Policy for Field Office Review
For specific information concerning HACH’s deconcentration policy, please refer to HACH’s Housing
Choice Voucher Administrative Plan (Admin Plan) and Low-Income Public Housing Admissions and
Continued Occupancy Plan (ACOP). HACH’s deconcentration policy has been integrated into those
program’s policies.
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B . 2  N e w  A c t i v i t i e s

B.2(b) Describe activities planned for the current Fiscal Year

HOPE VI or Choice Neighborhoods
No new activity planned.

Mixed Finance Modernization or Development
No new activity planned.

Demolition and/or Disposition [§ 903.7(h)]
A statement of any demolition and/or disposition –

(1) Plan for Demolition/Disposition. With respect to public housing only, a description of any public
housing development, or portion of a public housing development, owned by the PHA for which
the PHA has applied or will apply for demolition and/or disposition approval under section 18 of
the 1937 Act (42 U.S.C. 1437p), and the timetable for demolition and/or disposition…

V02 Amendment
In accordance with Section 18(f) of the U.S. Housing Act of 1937 (1937 Act), Public Housing Agencies
(PHAs) may demolish or dispose of public housing with approval from the Department of Housing and
Urban Development (HUD). A PHA applying for the demolition of public housing must certify that the
development or portion of the development it seeks to demolish is:

· obsolete as to physical condition, location, or other factors, making it unsuitable for housing
purposes; and

· no reasonable program of modification is cost-effective to return the development or portion
thereof to useful life.

A PHA applying for the disposition of public housing must certify that:
· retention of the property is not in the best interests of the public housing residents because of

conditions in the area surrounding the development that adversely affect the health or safety of
the residents or the feasible operation of the development;

· retention is not in the best interest of the public housing residents because disposition allows
the acquisition, development or rehabilitation of other properties that will be more efficiently or
effectively operated as low-income housing; or

· the PHA has otherwise determined that disposition is appropriate for other reasons as set forth
in the statute.

In the event of a disposition, the PHA may be required to provide residents an opportunity to purchase
the development. A PHA must also certify that it consulted with the residents and local governmental
officials, that the PHA Annual Plan authorized the action, and that the PHA will comply with the
relocation provisions of Section 18.

PHAs may decide to dispose of an entire development, or a portion of a development, for a variety of
reasons, including:
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· disposition is in the best interests of the residents or the PHA because the conditions in the area
surrounding the project (e.g., density, industrial or commercial development) adversely affect
the health or safety of the residents or the feasible operation of the project by the PHA;

· disposition is in the best interests of residents or the PHA because disposition allows for the
development of other properties that will be more efficiently or effectively operated as low-
income housing developments;

· leasing the development to another entity or transferring the title of the development via a
sales contract may be determined to be more cost-effective or efficient way for the
development to be used for low-income or mixed-income housing, because that party will have
access to funds not available to the PHA;

· disposition is in the best interests of the residents and the PHA, consistent with the goals of the
PHA and the PHA Plan, and are otherwise consistent with the 1937 Act, when considering the
tremendous need for public housing units nationwide, the purpose and mandate of the 1937
Act, the mission and obligations of the PHA to maintain and operate projects as decent and safe
housing in accordance with its ACC, and other tools available to the PHA to preserve and
reposition its public housing stock, including:

o the units are obsolete as to physical condition;
o the PHA is converting at least 75 percent of the public housing units within a project

under RAD;
o improved efficiency/effectiveness through on-site development of low-income housing;

and
o the distance between units and lack of uniformity of systems (i.e., HVAC, utilities),

operating and maintaining these as public housing is unsustainable; and
· the PHA has otherwise determined that the disposition is appropriate for reasons that are

consistent with its goals of the PHA and its PHA Plan and that are otherwise consistent with the
U.S. Housing Act of 1937.

HACH plans to dispose of the following units in 2019 with one or more Section 18 applications:

Hartford Scattered Sites I (CT003000015): Various
HACH’s Asset Management Project 15 (AMP-15) holds HACH’s diverse portfolio 196 units in small
buildings scattered around the city of Hartford, an area of approximately 17.3 square miles. The
buildings are primarily walk-up, two and three-bedroom units. The sites are clustered near the North
End, Clay Arsenal, and Upper Albany areas to the north, and Frog Hollow and Parkville to the south.
Distance between the buildings range from 0.5 miles to 4 miles apart.

HACH has determined the disposition of the Scattered Sites I units below to be appropriate for reasons
that are in the best interests of the residents and HACH, consistent with the goals of HACH, and are
otherwise consistent with the 1937 Act, specifically the Scattered Site category. HACH has considered
the tremendous need for public housing units nationwide, the purpose and mandate of the 1937 Act,
the mission and obligations of HACH to maintain and operate projects as decent and safe housing, and
other tools available to HACH to preserve and reposition its public housing stock. To that end, HACH has
determined that due to distance between units and lack of uniformity of systems (i.e., HVAC, utilities),
operating and maintaining these as public housing is unsustainable.
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Each address listed below represents a single building. HACH plans to apply for disposition of the
following 35 Scattered Sites I units:

Address Bedrooms Occupancy5

118-120 Adams St. 3 x 3-bdr All occupied
81-83 Cabot St. 2 x 3-bdr All occupied
7-9 Cherry St. 2 x 3-bdr All occupied
105-109 Clark St. 2 x 2-bdr; 1 x 3-bdr = 3 units 2 occupied; 1 sent to maint.
52-54 Enfield St. 2 x 3-bdr All occupied
590-592 Garden St. 1 x 2-bdr (accessible); 1 x 2-bdr; 1

x 3-bdr = 3 units
2 occupied; 1 on offer

57-59 Judson St. 2 x 3-bdr All occupied
234-240 Mather St. 4 x 3-bdr All occupied
37-39 Orange St. 2 x 3-bdr All occupied
46-48 Putnam St. 2 x 4-bdr All occupied
188-192 Seymour St. 2 x 3-bdr 1 occupied; 1 sent to maint.
51-53 Vineland Ter. 2 x 3-bdr All occupied
55-57 Vineland Ter. 2 x 3-bdr All occupied
16-18 Wadsworth St. 2 x 2-bdr All occupied
22-24 Wadsworth St. 2 x 2-bdr All occupied

HACH will apply for disposition of these units in the Spring of 2019 and plans to dispose of these units by
the Fall of 2019. HACH will use the proceeds from the sale of these units to assist the rehabilitation of its
remaining public housing stock in the form of a development contribution.

As part of its disposition plans, HACH will provide appropriate relocation support to all families, as
required by the Uniform Relocation Act (URA). A written relocation plan will be available for public
review at the HACH’s main office as part of the Section 18 application process.

Prior to the date of this amendment, HACH conducted two information sessions for all potentially
impacted Scattered Sites residents. HACH will continue to actively engage with the residents throughout
the Section 18 process.

Hartford Scattered Sites I (CT003000015): Bellevue St./Sanford St./Capen St.
HACH’s Asset Management Project 15 (AMP-15) holds HACH’s diverse portfolio 196 units in small
buildings scattered around the city of Hartford.

HACH has determined the disposition of the 24 Scattered Sites I units below is appropriate for reasons
that are in the best interests of the residents and HACH, consistent with HACH’s goals, and are
otherwise consistent with the 1937 Act, specifically, under the Unit Obsolescence category.  Each of the
properties, due to their physical condition, should be deemed obsolete or not able to be cured
appropriately as public housing.

5 All occupancy data as of 2/28/2019.
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Bellevue St.
HACH’s Bellevue St. development, due to its size and configuration (e.g., ten units in five buildings), and
proximity to Mary Shepard Place (discussed below), will be included in HACH’s rehabilitation/
redevelopment plans for Mary Shepard Place.

Each address listed below represents a single building. The Bellevue St. development consists of the
following ten Scattered Sites I units:

Address Bedrooms Occupancy
275-277 Bellevue St. 2 x 2-bdr All sent to modernization
279-281 Bellevue St. 2 x 3-bdr All sent to modernization
283-285 Bellevue St. 2 x 3-bdr All sent to modernization
287-289 Bellevue St. 2 x 3-bdr All sent to modernization
291-293 Bellevue St. 2 x 2-bdr All sent to modernization

The entire development is currently vacant because of a lead-plumbing issue that makes units obsolete
as to physical condition. No relocation of families is required.

HACH will apply for disposition of these units in the Spring of 2019 and plans to start private
rehabilitation of these units by the Fall of 2019, along with the private rehabilitation and possible
expansion of Mary Shepard Place.

Sanford St.
HACH’s Sanford St. development, due to its size and configuration (e.g., eight units in four buildings),
and proximity to Mary Shepard Place (discussed below), will be included in HACH’s rehabilitation/
redevelopment plans for Mary Shepard Place.

Each address listed below represents a single building. The Sandford St. development consists of the
following eight Scattered Sites I units:

Address Bedrooms Occupancy
7-9 Sanford St. 2 x 2-bdr Occupied
11-13 Sanford St. 2 x 2-bdr Occupied
15-17 Sanford St. 2 x 2-bdr Occupied
19-21 Sanford St. 2 x 2-bdr Occupied

As part of its disposition plans, HACH will provide appropriate relocation support to all families, as and if
required by the Uniform Relocation Act (URA). A written relocation plan will be available for public
review at the HACH’s main office as part of the Section 18 application process.

HACH will actively engage with the residents throughout the Section 18 process.
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HACH will apply for disposition of these units in the Spring of 2019 and plans to start private
rehabilitation of these units by the Fall of 2019, along with the private rehabilitation and possible
expansion of Mary Shepard Place.

Capen St.
HACH’s Capen St. development, which consists of six units in one building, is obsolete due to the level of
repairs required. HACH will dispose of Capen St. by market sale.

The Capen St. development consists of the following six Scattered Sites I units:

Address Bedrooms Occupancy
31-33 Capen St. 6 x 3-bdr 5 occupied; 1 sent to maint.

As part of its disposition plans, HACH will provide appropriate relocation support to all families, as and if
required by the Uniform Relocation Act (URA). A written relocation plan will be available for public
review at the HACH’s main office as part of the Section 18 application process.

Prior to the date of this amendment, HACH conducted two information sessions for all potentially
impacted Capen St. residents. HACH will continue to actively engage with the residents throughout the
Section 18 process.

New Communities/Mary Shephard Place (CT003000024): Mary Shepard Place
HACH’s Asset Management Project 24 holds two large developments: Mary Shepard Place and the New
Communities (a.k.a., Charter Oak Terrace). Mary Shepard Place’s size and configuration (in particular, its
underutilized open space) holds a high potential for private rehabilitation and expansion, subject to all
necessary approvals. Mary Shepard Place consists of nine tenant buildings and one community-
center/office building. Mary Shepard Place’s tenant buildings consists of the following 127 units:

Address Bedrooms Occupancy
Mary Shepard Place
(aka., 15 Pavilion St.)

4 x 1-bdr (accessible); 9 x 1-bdr
7 x 2-bdr (accessible); 70 x 2-bdr
2 x 3-bdr (accessible); 31 x 3-bdr
4 x 4-bdr

123 occupied; 4 sent to
maint.

HACH will apply for disposition of this entire development in the Spring of 2019 and plans to start
private rehabilitation of these units and the development of new units by the Fall of 2019, along with
the rehabilitation of the units on Bellevue St. and Sanford St.

As part of its disposition plans, HACH will provide appropriate relocation support to all families, as and if
required by the Uniform Relocation Act (URA). A written relocation plan will be available for public
review at the HACH’s main office as part of the Section 18 application process.
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Prior to the date of this amendment, HACH conducted two information sessions for all potentially
impacted Mary Shepard Place residents. HACH will continue to actively engage with the residents
throughout the Section 18 process.

Designated Housing for Elderly and/or Disabled Families
HACH may undertake to have the following project designated as Housing for Elderly:

· Betty Knox Apartments, 141 Woodland Street
· Kent Apartments, 188 Sigourney Street
· Mary Mahoney Village, 73-81 Vine Street
· Smith Tower, 80 Charter Oak Avenue

Conversion of Public Housing to Tenant-Based Assistance [§ 903.7(j)]
A statement of the conversion of public housing to tenant-based assistance.

(1) This statement describes:
(I) Any building or buildings that the PHA is required to convert to tenant-based assistance

under section 33 of the 1937 Act ( 42 U.S.C. 1437z-5);
(ii) The status of any building or buildings that the PHA may be required to convert to tenant-

based assistance under section 202 of the Fiscal Year 1996 HUD Appropriations Act ( 42
U.S.C. 14371 note); or

(iii) The PHA’s plans to voluntarily convert under section 22 of the 1937 Act (42 U.S.C. 1437t).
(2) The statement also must include an analysis of the developments or buildings required to be

converted under section 33.
(3) For both voluntary and required conversions, the statement must include the amount of

assistance received commencing in Federal Fiscal Year 1999 to be used for rental assistance or
other housing assistance in connection with such conversion.

(4) The application and approval processes for required or voluntary conversions are separate
approval processes. Approval of the PHA Plan does not constitute approval of these activities.

(5) The information required under this paragraph (j) of this section is applicable to public housing
and only that tenant-based assistance which is to be included in the conversion plan.

No new activity planned.

Conversion of Public Housing to Project-Based Assistance under RAD
PIH Notice 2012-32, Rev-3, Attachment 1D – Requirements for RAD-Specific PHA Plan and/or Significant
Amendment to the PHA Plan Submissions

Until such time as the required elements may be provided in a HUD-provided form, the following
items must be covered in a request for a RAD-Specific PHA Plan Submission, Significant Amendment to
the PHA Plan, MTW Plan, or MTW’s revision to the MTW plan:

1. A description of the units to be converted. The description should include the following:
a. The number of units;
b. The bedroom distribution of units, and
c. The type of units (e.g., family, elderly/disabled, or elderly-only);

2. Any change in the number of units that is proposed as part of the conversion, including:
a. De minimis unit reductions and
b Unit reductions that are exempt from the de minimis cap;
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c Any change in the bedroom distribution of units that is proposed as part of the conversion;
3. Changes in the policies that govern eligibility, admission, selection, and occupancy of units at the

project after it has been converted.
a. If Converting to PBV: This includes any waiting list preferences that will be adopted for the

Covered Project as well as the Resident Rights and Participation, Tenant Protections for
residents stated in Section 1.6, Attachment 1B of this Notice and the Joint Housing/PIH
Notice H-2014-09/ PIH-2014-17. (See Table 1 below for more specific guidance).

b. If Converting to PBRA: This includes any waiting list preferences that will be adopted for the
Covered Project as well as the Resident Rights and Participation, Tenant Protections for
residents stated in Section 1.7 and Attachment 1B of this Notice and the Joint Housing PIH
Notice H-2014-09/ PIH-2014-17. (see Table 1 below for more specific guidance).

4. If there will be a transfer of assistance at the time of conversion, the significant amendment
must include:
a. The number of units to be transferred;
b. The bedroom distribution of the units in the new building(s), and
c. The type of units, if changed (e.g., family, elderly/disabled, or elderly-only); and
d. Any reduction or change in the number of units and what reduction category they fall under

(i.e. de minimis)
e. How the waiting list will be transferred and how households will be selected for the transfer,

where applicable (please see Table 2 below for more specific guidance).
5. An indication of whether the PHA is currently under a voluntary compliance agreement, consent

order or consent decree or final judicial ruling or administrative ruling or decision and an
assurance that compliance will not be negatively impacted by conversion activities.

6. A statement certifying that the RAD conversion complies with all applicable site selection and
neighborhood reviews standards and that all appropriate procedures have been followed.

7. All other required information and certifications necessary to submit a Significant Amendment to
the PHA Plan, including Resident Advisory Board comments and responses, challenged elements,
and all required certifications.

8. For MTWs utilizing MTW Fungibility as defined in Section 1.9.E and Section 1.6 or 1.7, as
applicable, a statement explaining how the MTW will be able to maintain continued service level
requirements.

Additionally, in accordance with 24 CFR Part 903, a PHA must perform the following actions in regards to
their Capital Funds:

1. During the PHA Plan submission and/or significant amendment stage, a PHA shall notify the
public that the current and future Capital Fund Program Grants Budgets, will be reduced as a
result of any projects converting to RAD,.
a. The PHA should provide an estimate of the amount of the current Capital Fund grant that is

associated with the proposed project(s) and the impact on the PHA’s current Five-Year PHA
Plan and Five-Year Capital Fund Action Plan.

b. If the RAD conversion will impact an existing CFFP or EPC, or it proposes to utilize RHF funds
to facilitate conversion, the PHA should also indicate the estimated impact of those
activities.
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Finally, to avoid the need for a possible subsequent significant amendment, the PHA should examine its
definition of “Substantial Deviation”. The PHA may want to redefine its definition of Substantial
Deviation in Section 10 of the PHA Plan to exclude the following items:

1. The decision to convert to either Project Based Rental Assistance or Project Based Voucher
Assistance;
a. Changes to the Capital Fund Budget produced as a result of each approved RAD Conversion,

regardless of whether the proposed conversion will include use of additional Capital Funds;
b. Changes to the construction and rehabilitation plan for each approved RAD conversion; and
c. Changes to the financing structure for each approved RAD conversion.

2. Please Note: Approval of a PHA’s Financing Plan may be delayed if a PHA has made a substantial
change to its plans, as defined locally, and the PHA has not completed a new PHA Plan or
Significant Amendment to its PHA Plan submission. In addition, if HUD determines that there has
been a significant change to the Significant Amendment involving transfers of assistance,
changes in the number of assisted units, or a change in eligibility or preferences, HUD may
require that a PHA resubmit their Significant Amendment.

V02 Amendment
HACH was a successful applicant in the Rental Assistance Demonstration (RAD). As a result, in 2019,
HACH will be converting two developments to Project-Based Vouchers under the guidelines of HUD PIH
Notice 2012-32, Rev-3, and any successor notices. In 2016, HACH incorporated into is HCV
Administrative Plan the resident rights, participation, waiting list, and grievance procedures found in
Section 1.6 of HUD PIH Notice 2012-32, Rev-3, and Joint Housing PIH Notice H-2014-09/PIH-2014-17.

RAD was designed by HUD to assist in addressing the capital needs of public housing by providing HACH
with access to private sources of capital to repair and preserve its affordable housing assets. Upon
conversion, HACH’s Capital Fund Budget will be reduced by the pro rata share of Public Housing
Developments converted as part of the Demonstration, and HACH may borrow funds to address their
capital needs. HACH will also be contributing proportional Operating Reserves and Capital Funds
towards the conversion, and proportional Replacement Housing Factor (RHF) Funds. If there is a lender
under the Capital Fund Financing Program, HACH will be working with its lender to address outstanding
debt issues, which may result in additional reductions of Capital Funds.
The following is specific information related to the Low-Income Public Housing Developments selected
for RAD conversion in 2019:

New Nelton Court
 PIC Development ID:  CT003000035

Conversion type:  PBV
 Transfer of Assistance: No

Total Units:  80 units
 Pre-RAD Unit Type: Family
 Post-RAD Unit Type: Family
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Bedroom Type

# of Units
(Pre-
Conversion)

# of Units
(Post-
Conversion)

Change in
Number of
Units per
Bedroom Type Notes

Studio/Efficiency 0 0 0
1-bedroom 10 10 0 2 accessible
2-bedroom 26 26 0 3 accessible
3-bedroom 35 35 0 4 accessible
4-bedroom 9 9 0

New Nelton Court is fully occupied.

New Nelton Court was financed in part by the proceeds of a CFFP Bond issuance.  The CFFP Bonds
remain outstanding.  HACH does not anticipate that the RAD conversion of New Nelton Court will have
any significant impact on these bonds or their repayment.

Nelson Street
 PIC Development ID:  CT003000036

Conversion type:  PBV
 Transfer of Assistance: No

Total Units:  8 units
 Pre-RAD Unit Type: Family
 Post-RAD Unit Type: Family

Bedroom Type

# of Units
(Pre-
Conversion)

# of Units
(Post-
Conversion)

Change in
Number of
Units per
Bedroom Type Notes

Studio/Efficiency 0 0 0
1-bedroom 4 4 0 4 accessible
2-bedroom 0 0 0
3-bedroom 4 4 0
4-bedroom 0 0 0

Nelson Street is fully occupied.

HACH certifies that this RAD conversion complies with all applicable site selection and neighborhood
reviews standards and that all appropriate procedures have been followed.

Occupancy by Over-Income Families
HACH has not changed its plans concerning occupancy by over-income families in 2019.

Occupancy by Police Officers
HACH has not changed its plans concerning occupancy by police officers in 2019.
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Non-Smoking Policies
HACH implemented the HUD-required no-smoking policy starting on January 1, 2018, with full
enforcement on July 30, 2018. HACH does not permit smoking on any of its properties.

HACH has not changed its plans concerning its no-smoking policy for 2019.

Project-Based Vouchers
In FY 2017, HACH entered into a PBV contract for 16 units of new construction. In FY 2018, HACH
expects to enter into a PBV contract for those units and may enter into an AHAP contract for up to 35
more units to continue its redevelopment of Bowles Park and to start the redevelopment of Westbrook
Village.

HACH has no plans to offer more units in 2019 unless presented with an unplanned opportunity to
deconcentrate poverty or modernize existing HACH inventory.

Units with Approved Vacancies for Modernization
No new activity planned. HACH will be continuing the substantial rehabilitation of vacant units as
depicted in the 5-year plan.

Other Capital Grant Programs (i.e., Capital Fund Community Facilities Grants or Emergency Safety
and Security Grants)
No new activity planned.
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B . 3  C i v i l  R i g h t s  C e r t i f i c a t i o n  [ §  9 0 3 . 7 ( o ) ]
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B . 4  M o s t  R e c e n t  F i s c a l  Y e a r  A u d i t  [ §  9 0 3 . 7 ( p ) ]

B.4(b) Describe the findings
This statement provides the results of the most recent fiscal year audit of the PHA conducted under
section 5(h)(2) of the 1937 Act (42 U.S.C. 1437c(h)).

Material Weakness in Internal Controls
Repeated from year 2015 (See Prior Year Finding)

Condition: The Authority did not have adequate controls over the year-end financial reporting process
to detect material misstatements. Numerous adjustments were needed during the audit process to
properly reflect the financial data schedule in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles.

Criteria: In accordance with AU 265 Communicating Internal Control Related Matters, when a deficiency
or a combination of deficiencies in internal control is identified, which indicates that there is a
reasonable possibility that a material misstatement of the financial statements will not be presented or
detected and corrected on a timely basis; a material weakness should be reported.

Cause: Due to the lack of permanent staffing, the Authority did not have the resources available for the
complexity of the year-end close process in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles,
which resulted in numerous audit adjustments. The HUD-required 60-day unaudited submission adds to
the difficulty in reconciling and properly accounting for the Authority’s activity, given the current staffing
level, to provide financial information in a timely and accurate manner.

Effect: The unaudited data submitted to REAC required material audit adjustments and the overall
timing of the audit was delayed considerably.

Auditor’s Recommendations: Management should determine proper staffing needs given the size and
complexity of the Authority, to ensure proper financial reporting in the financial data schedule in
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles, which is due 60 days after year end. We
further recommend that the Authority utilize a year-end checklist that would assist in the year-end close
in a timely manner and prepare for an efficient audit in an organized method, whereby year-end binders
are utilized for gathering the support of all material general ledger items.
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B . 5  P r o g r e s s  R e p o r t  [ §  9 0 3 . 7 ( r ) ]

PHA’s progress in meeting its Mission and Goals described in PHA’s 5-Year and Annual Plan
(1) For all Annual Plans following submission of the first Annual Plan, a PHA must include a brief
statement of the PHA’s progress in meeting the mission and goals described in the 5-Year Plan.

The following are HACH’s Goals from its 5-Year Plan, and the activities HACH has taken in 2018 to move
towards those goals:

HACH Goal: Provide an Improved Living Environment
· Beginning enforcement of its no-smoking policy as of 7/31/18
· Safety upgrades (fire-alarms) to elderly developments completed
· New trespass policy, procedures, and training to prevent undesirable individuals from visiting

HACH properties

HACH Goal: Promote Self-Sufficiency
· Applying for Financial Self-Sufficiency program funding for HCV program

HACH Goal: Asset Development
· Deploying PBVs for new rental housing
· Improved procurement policy and procedures
· Improved Section 3 Plan and implementation

HACH Goal: Assist Each Community to Achieve High-Quality of Life Expectations through Low-Density
and Modern Housing Quality Standards

· N/A

HACH Goal: Ensure the safety of all residents in the event of a catastrophic event
· Upgrades to elderly building fire alarms, with implementation completing the fourth quarter

2018
· Adding preference in 2019 in the Section 8 program to allow HACH to move tenants displaced by

a catastrophic event to get vouchers rather than wait in a hotel for repairs or an available unit

Secondary HACH Goals: Explore a 501(c)(3) management company to focus on management services
for HACH-held properties, including private developments

· HACH subsidiary Overlook Development Corporation, Inc., looked at opportunities in HACH’s
portfolio, including the conversion of entire portfolio to RAD

Secondary HACH Goals: Explore creating a private maintenance service to be resident run, managed,
or controlled, to provide repairs, construction improvements, and ground services to HACH.

· No progress in 2018
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Secondary HACH Goals: Explore the development of a wellness facility for families with children in
need of supportive services

· No progress in 2018

Secondary HACH Goals: Explore development of after-school “homework club”
· No progress in 2018

Secondary HACH Goals: Explore all resources that will support, encourage, and strengthen HACH
families, e.g., the healthy marriage program, parents in institutions, and older adults assuming care of
grandchildren

· HACH’s tightening of policy governing the additions to household composition, in both the LIPH
and HCV programs, has focused the understanding of family obligations and responsibilities,
both among staff and residents

· HACH’s expansion of its elderly preference at AMP-6 developments was designed to permit
grandparents to care for a grandchild in those developments

Such other information as HUD may request of PHA’s
(3) A PHA must include such other information as HUD may request of PHAs, either on an individual or
across-the-board basis. HUD will advise the PHA or PHAs of this additional information through advance
notice.

HUD did not request HACH provide any additional information through advanced notice.

B . 6  R e s i d e n t  A d v i s o r y  B o a r d  ( R A B )  C o m m e n t s

B.6(c)(1) Attached RAB comments

HACH has two Resident Advisory Boards: one for the Low-Income Public Housing Program (LIPH) and
one for the Housing Choice Voucher (HCV) Program. HACH takes this approach because HACH’s HCV
program is not represented on the LIPH jurisdiction-wide tenant-organization (the RAB for the LIPH
program).

HACH convened the LIPH RAB to discuss proposed HCV changes several times over a three-month
period. A summary of the LIPH RAB’s recommendations, decisions, and comments are listed below.
HACH has interwoven its response after each comment, in the manner of a Final Rule appearing in the
Federal Register.

From the 6/28/18 meeting with the LIPH RAB, convened as the jurisdiction-wide resident council
meeting, members commented verbally on policy:

· Several commenters wanted to know about the progress in implementing the elderly preference
at Betty Knox Apartments and Kent Apartments, and if that preference could be extended to
two additional properties: Mary Mahoney Village and Smith Tower.
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o HACH Response: The elderly preference has been implemented and is being used for all
new offers at Betty Knox and Kent. HACH will be extending that preference to Mary
Mahoney and Smith Tower in 2019.

· Commenter wanted to know the Authority’s policy concerning refreshing his unit, e.g. a coat of
paint.

o HACH Response: HACH recognizes the need to refresh units but has dedicated its
funding to keeping the buildings operational. HACH will develop a strategy for painting
units, if funds become available.

From the 7/24/18 meeting with the LIPH RAB, members commented verbally on HACH’s proposed
changes to policy (provided in a hand-out):

· Commenter wanted to know if children would be allowed in developments with the proposed
55+ local admissions preference that is being extended to Mary Mahoney and Smith Tower.

o HACH Response: HACH does not limit the family composition of applicants to those
developments. If a grandparent includes a grandchild in the family, both can live in any
development and the presence of a child in the family does not limit the family from
receiving the local preference. That is, the preference does not consider familial status.

That said, the units at the developments covered by the preference (Betty, Kent,
Mahoney, and Smith) are mostly zero and 1-bedroom units, which would limit the size
of a family living at one of these developments.

· Commenter wanted to know if there would be a grace period for repayment agreement
payments.

o HACH Response: Yes, the grace period for repayment agreement payments is the same
as the grace period for rent payments. HACH’s goal was to align the two payments, as
well as their grace periods.

· Commenters wanted to know if the reduced notice period for rent increases would be changing
for all certifications.

o HACH Response: No, HACH proposes that the reduced notice period for change of rent
would only apply to interim certifications. The notice period for annual certifications
would remain unchanged.

At the 8/22/18 meeting with the LIPH RAB, HACH summarized the prior RAB findings and reported to the
RAB comments from tenants received by HACH during its visit to each development. The RAB members
provided no further comments.

In a letter from the LIPH RAB, dated October 10, 2018, to Executive Director Annette Sanderson, the RAB
summarized its concerns with the proposed ACOP changes with three points:

· The proposed 15-day notice for rent increase is too short
o HACH Response: First, this change only applies to rent increases resulting from an

interim examination of a family’s income. For an annual examination of income, tenants
that provide HACH with income documents in a timely manner will generally get forty-
five to seventy-five days advanced notice of a rent increase. Second, though the
proposed rent-increase notice period seems short, it is only a single step in the rent-
increase process that HACH has shortened. The policy that rent increases do not come
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into effect until the first day of the month following HACH’s rent increase notice to a
tenant is not changing. That makes the 15-day rent notice period unlikely. The only time
a tenant would get only 15 days between an increase of income and a rent increase
would be if the tenant reported the income change immediately on the 14th of the
month and HACH processed it and wrote the income change notice that same day. In
the same scenario, if the tenant reports the income on the 16th of the month, the new
rent wouldn’t come into effect for forty-four days. If we consider the 10 business days in
which the tenant must report a change in income and the time that HACH will take to
process the request, it is more likely that a tenant will get, on average, forty-five days
between an increase in income and a rent increase with this policy change versus sixty
days average with the exist policy. HACH does not believe the burden of having rent
adjust within one and one-half months of an income change rather than two months as
substantial.

· Too many young people at elderly properties
o HACH Response: The LIPH RAB expressed this sentiment in 2017 and adjustments were

made to the ACOP’s preferences for 2018, which are now in effect. Further preference
changes are being made in this plan for two additional developments to address this
concern.

· Security issues need to be addressed
o HACH Response: HACH is sensitive to safety and security concerns. HACH has been

vigorously fighting lease violations by tenants that compromise safety when it has the
evidence to do so. HACH will continue to investigate solutions to improve security.

The Authority convened a second RAB composed of HCV participants invited to discuss proposed HCV
changes. The Authority invited over 30 active HCV participants (as determined by caseworkers) to
participate in HACH HCV RAB.

From the 8/29/18 meeting with the HCV RAB, members commented verbally on HACH’s proposed
changes to policy (provided in a hand-out):

· Commenter appreciated HACH’s expansion of the voucher term from 90 to 120 days.
Commenter was concerned that HACH is removing some of its oversight of the process of
locating a rental unit by not requiring check-in, as was done under the previous policy.
Commenter suggested that the term expand to 120 by offering a second automatic extension.

o HACH Response: HACH thinks this suggestion is sound and will implement the expansion
of the voucher term from 90 to 120 days by offering a second automatic extension after
the applicant/tenant checks in with his or her caseworker.

B.6(c)(1) Attached RAB comments for V02 Amendments

The Hartford Housing Tenant Organization (HHTO) serves as HACH’s recognized jurisdiction-wide tenant
organization and LIPH RAB. For the purposes of reviewing this amendment, HACH was invited to the
HHTO’s monthly meeting on March 27, 2019, to discuss this amendment to the HHTO acting as the LIPH
RAB. A summary of the LIPH RAB’s recommendations, decisions, and comments are listed below. HACH
has interwoven its response after each comment, in the manner of a Final Rule appearing in the Federal
Register.
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From the 8/27/19, meeting with the LIPH RAB, members commented verbally on policy:
· Several commenters wanted to know the timing of the annual reexamination, given the new

penalty for missing certification.
o HACH Response: HACH’s reexamination cycle is not changing, just its ability to enforce

the reexamination requirement imposed by HUD. To summarize: 1) HACH sends annual
reexamination notices to families 120 days before the reexamination is due; 2) HACH
makes reexamination appointments 90 days before the reexamination is due; and
3) HACH sends rent change notices resulting from a change in income reported at the
annual reexamination to the family at least 30 days before the effective date. If 30-45
before the rent change notice must be set out, the family has not completed their
reexamination without good cause, HACH can choose to raise the rent for that family to
the flat rent.

· Commenter wanted to know if streamlining will change the annual reexamination cycle.
o HACH Response: No, it will not change. Though HACH can streamline its evaluation of

income, it is still required to review the household’s composition annually. Therefore,
the reexamination cycle remains the same, it just requires fewer documents from the
family at reexamination.

· Commenter wanted to know why she is asked every year if she wants to pay income-based rent
or flat rent and if this would change with the flat rent clarifications.

o HACH Response: No, it will not change. HACH is required by regulation to offer that
choice to each family capable of paying flat rent.

· Commenter wanted to know the difference between policies and procedures.
o HACH Response: HACH considers policies those rules or guidance provided by the Board

of Commissioners or HUD and procedures as the guiding steps the Executive Director
uses to direct her staff to implement those policies. Up until this amendment,
everything in or added to HACH’s ACOP was considered policy, even though it may be
procedural.

· Commenter wanted to know what happens to the funds from the sale of disposed buildings.
o HACH Response: HACH will use those funds to improve its remaining LIPH properties.

· Commenter wanted to know if and when other buildings might be disposed.
o HACH Response: HACH has no specific plans to dispose of other developments in its

portfolio, though it will continue to review the portfolio for value and sustainability.
HACH will notify tenants and their related organizations when its plans change.

The Authority convened a second RAB composed of HCV participants invited to discuss proposed HCV
changes. The Authority invited over 30 active HCV participants (as determined by caseworkers) to
participate in HACH HCV RAB.

From the 4/4/19, meeting with the HCV RAB, members commented verbally on HACH’s proposed
changes to policy (provided in a hand-out):

· Commenter was wanted to know how to access the new MSV and FUP vouchers.
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o HACH Response: To be fair, HACH will offer its MSVs to qualified families on its existing
waiting list, first. If HACH exhausts its waiting list without issuing all MSVs, then HACH
will open its waiting list specifically for qualifying families.

For FUP vouchers, families must be referred to HACH by a partnering support agency. If
anyone knows a family that qualifies for an FUP voucher, HACH encourages that family
to contact one of its support partners.

· Commenter was wanted to know about the use of her voucher at Willow Creek, a development
in which HACH has placed PBVs, and how that impacts the wait lists.

o HACH Response: HACH knows that Willow Creek is a mixture of PBV units, subsidized
units, and market-rate units. HACH will always fill PBV units from its waiting list. HACH’s
understanding is that the remaining unit will be filled by a lottery-driven waiting list
managed by Willow Creek’s property manager. If a participant already has a tenant-
based voucher and is selected in the lottery, he or she may use it to rent a market-rate
unit at Willow Creek.

· Commenter wanted to know the difference between policies and procedures.
o HACH Response: HACH’s answer is the same as it was to the LIPH RAB, except as it

applies to the Admin Plan rather than the ACOP.

B.6(c)(2) Narrative describing PHA’s analysis of the RAB recommendations and the decisions made on
these recommendations

HACH’s analysis of the RAB’s recommendations and comments is interwoven into the text above.

B . 6  ( r e l a t e d )  P u b l i c  C o m m e n t s / C h a l l e n g e d  E l e m e n t s

Public comments & narrative describing PHA’s analysis of the public’s recommendations and the
decisions made on these recommendations

HACH held a public meeting to discuss its Annual PHA Plan on September 17, 2018, at 5:30 p.m. at the
HACH’s main office. HACH advertised the meeting in the Hartford Courant on July 25, 2018 (56 days
before the meeting) and on HACH’s website on July 23, 2018 (57 days before the meeting and remaining
for the duration of the notice period). The public meeting was also announced to all tenant organization
leaders and the Resident Advisory Board.

Attendance at the public hearing was light, with the primary interest being that of the HCV waiting list.

From the 9/17/18 public hearing, the public commented verbally on HACH’s proposed changes to policy
(provided in a hand-out):

· Commenter wanted to know why it was so difficult to get a Section 8 voucher and wanted to
know how to learn of wait-list openings.

o HACH Response: HACH is sympathetic with Commenters concerns. HACH’s funding limits
the number of vouchers that it can issue. HACH notes that it is applying for specialty
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vouchers when they become available through a NOFA. HACH also explained to the
Commenter how the 211-system and cthcvp.org website work.

HACH also presented its proposed ACOP changes to the current tenants of each development in open
meetings announced through tenant councils and local publication. Open meetings were held at:

· Smith Tower, August 21st, 10:00 a.m.

· Betty Knox Apartments, August 21st, 11:30 a.m.

· Kent Apartments, August 21st, 1:30 p.m.

· Mary Mahoney Village, August 21st, 3:30 p.m.

· Mary Shepard Place, Stowe Village, Charter Oak Terrace, Nelton Court & Scatter Sites, August
30th, 5:00 p.m.

From HACH’s presentation of the ACOP changes, tenants commented verbally on policy:

· Commenter requested that HACH provide a list of all documents required by policy for an
annual reexamination of income and household so that they can be collected before the
meeting.

o HACH Response: This suggestion has been forwarded to HACH’s Occupancy Department.

· Commenter asked why HACH has expanded its document request to include IRS forms even for
individuals on SSI and SSD (fixed income).

o HACH Response: The Occupancy Department changed its annual reexamination
documentation list uniformly, for all residents, as part of a fraud detection initiative. The
result has been positive. The Occupancy Department will revisit breadth of the IRS
document request in the future.

· Commenter was concerned about the three-strike rule related to repayment agreements.
Commenter thought that in unusual circumstances outside of the family’s control, that a family
might be terminated unfairly.

o HACH Response: HACH recognizes that unusual circumstance outside of the family’s
control may precipitate events that cause the need for a repayment agreement. HACH
will modify the proposed three-strike language to ignore repayment agreements related
to those circumstances.

Public comments for the V02 Amendment & narrative describing PHA’s analysis of the public’s
recommendations and the decisions made on these recommendations

HACH held a public meeting to discuss its Annual PHA Plan Amendment on April 15, 2019, at 4:00 p.m.
at the HACH’s main office. HACH notified the public of its hearing on its web site on March 1, 2019 (45
days before the meeting and remaining for the duration of the notice period). HACH repeated the public
notice of the meeting in the Hartford Courant and in Identidad Latina (in Spanish). The public meeting
was also announced to all tenant organization leaders and the Resident Advisory Board.
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From the April 15, 2019, public hearing, HACH prepared a presentation including materials from the
presentations to the RABs. After the presentation there we no comments or questions.

Challenged Elements [Notice PIH-2015-18]
If any element of the Annual PHA Plan or 5-Year PHA Plan is challenged, a PHA must include such
information as an attachment to the Annual PHA Plan or 5-Year PHA Plan with a description of any
challenges to Plan elements, the source of the challenge, and the PHA’s response. HUD will consider
incorporating this element into future versions of the PHA Plan templates.

No elements of HACH’s Annual PHA Plan or 5-Year PHA Plan have been challenged.

Narrative describing PHA’s analysis of challenged elements

Not applicable – see above.
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B . 7  C e r t i f i c a t i o n  b y  S t a t e  o r  L o c a l  O f f i c i a l

Certification by State or Local Official of PHA Plans Consistency with the Consolidated Plan
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B . 8  T r o u b l e d  P H A
HACH does not have any current Memorandum of Agreement, Performance Improvement Plan, or
Recovery Plan in place.
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C .  S t a t e m e n t  o f  C a p i t a l  I m p r o ve m e n t s
[24 CFR § 903.7(g)] With respect to public housing only, this statement describes the capital
improvements necessary to ensure long-term physical and social viability of the PHA’s public housing
developments, including the capital improvements to be undertaken in the year in question and their
estimated costs, and any other information required for participation in the Capital Fund. PHAs also are
required to include 5-Year Plans covering large capital items.

[Notice PIH-2015-18] In order to comply with the requirements of 24 CFR §903.7(g), PHAs are required to
include a statement of capital improvements needed in the Annual PHA Plan. In the past, a PHA satisfied
this requirement by including copies of its Capital Fund Annual Statement or Performance and Evaluation
Report (HUD 50075.1) and the Capital Fund Program 5 Year-Action Plan (HUD 50075.2) forms with the
Annual PHA Plan. In 2013, HUD published the Capital Fund Final Rule which decoupled the Capital Fund
submission from the Annual PHA Plan and 5-Year PHA Plan.

However, PHAs are still required to incorporate some information on the capital improvement needs in
the Annual PHA Plan.

In order to comply with this requirement, the PHA must reference in its Annual PHA Plan the most recent
HUD approved Capital Fund 5-Year Action Plan (HUD 50075.2). PHAs can reference the form by including
the following language in the Capital Improvements section of the appropriate Annual or Streamlined
PHA Plan Template: “See HUD Form 50075.2 approved by HUD on XX/XX/XXXX.” This reference
statement is intended to mean that the 50075.2 describes the capital improvements necessary to ensure
long-term physical and social viability of the projects.” It is anticipated that the local Field Office will
have a copy of the most recent HUD approved Capital Fund 5 Year Action Plan (50075.2) on file.

M o s t  r e c e n t  H U D - a p p r o v e d  5 - Y e a r  A c t i o n  P l a n

See HUD form 50075.2 approved by HUD on April 13, 2015.
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D.  O t h e r  C e r t i f i c a t i o n  R e q u i r e m e n t s
D . 1  B o a r d  o f  C o m m i s s i o n e r s  R e s o l u t i o n

2019 Plan Resolution
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V02 Amendment Resolution
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D . 2  C e r t i f i c a t i o n  o f  P a y m e n t s  t o  I n f l u e n c e  F e d e r a l
T r a n s a c t i o n  –  H U D - 5 0 0 7 1

Notice PIH 2017-04
If a PHA has received over $100,000 in federally appropriated funds, in any PHA fiscal year, the PHA must
submit Form HUD-50071 Certification of Payments to Influence Federal Transactions (Form HUD-50071),
certifying that the PHA has not and will not make any prohibited payments from federal appropriated
funds.  Additionally, HUD requires these PHAs to submit Standard Form-LLL Disclosure of Lobbying
Activities (SF-LLL), only if they have used non-federally appropriated funds for influencing or attempting
to influence executive or legislative branch personnel in connection with new or renewal funding or
regarding the formulation, modification, or adoption of policy or legislation.

The certification and disclosure requirements apply to all PHAs (including MTW PHAs) established under
State law receiving federal appropriations, if the amount of federally appropriated funds exceed
$100,000, in any PHA fiscal year.  In the event a PHA’s grant amounts are not large enough (i.e.,
$100,000 or less) to trigger the certification and disclosure requirements, the prohibition against the use
of federally appropriated funds for lobbying activities still applies.

In accordance with the Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 (the Act), lobbying activities are defined as:
lobbying contacts and efforts in support of such contacts, including preparation and planning activities;
research and other background work that was intended, at the time it was performed, for use in
contacts; and coordination with the lobbying activities of others.  Under the Act, any oral, written, or
electronic communication with covered officials regarding new or renewal funding or the formulation,
modification, or adoption of policy or legislation constitutes a lobbying contact.  Communications with
covered officials relating to the administration or execution of a Federal program or policy are also
included.  Covered officials include, among others, members of Congress and executive officials, such as
agency heads and deputies and assistant and deputy assistant secretaries.

PHAs are not prohibited from engaging in lobbying activities if the activities are funded with non-
federally appropriated funds.  However, disclosure requirements still apply.

PHAs’ contributions to trade associations do not constitute lobbying activities under this Notice.  Any
lobbying activities conducted by a trade association shall be registered by that trade association’s
lobbyist.  The certification and disclosure requirements in this Notice do not apply to PHA contributions
to trade associations.
HACH will receive over $100,000 in federally appropriated funds in 2019, and so submits the Form HUD-
50071 with this Annual PHA Plan.

HACH has not used non-federally appropriated funds for influencing or attempting to influence
executive or legislative branch personnel in connection with new or renewal funding or regarding the
formulation, modification, or adoption of policy or legislation, and so it therefore is not obligated to
submit Standard Form-LLL, Disclosure of Lobbying Activities (SF-LLL).
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H U D  A p p r o v a l
Annual Plan 2019
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